BOMBER CRASHES AT HAYLING

Machine Misses Council Houses

PILOT INJURED BUT MECHANIC ESCAPES

Undercarriage Hits Fencing

DISTRESS SIGNALS FIRED BEFORE LANDING

Shortly before four o'clock this afternoon a R.A.F. bombing machine crashed at Cable End, Hayling Island, narrowly missing some council houses.

Apparently the pilot of the machine, who was injured, met with some engine trouble while flying over the island and had to make a forced landing.

Eye Witness's Story

He seemed to lose the house, but in trying to bring his machine down (it being a single-engined machine) he crashed into one of the houses.

The pilot managed to reach some nearby houses where he was stopped by a number of people and later was carried to a doctor to have wounds dressed.

His injuries were not seriously hurt.

Broken Chair

Just before the crash, Mr. Balls, 54, South Street, Hayling, said he saw the pilot and the pilot said the machine was not at its full power.

PRINCESS ’PAT'S’ HUSBAND

Motorcycle Stinks at a Corner

MOUNTAIN CRASH

Motor-Cyclist Slides at a Corner

MACHINE LANDS IN A DOG

SOUTHERN Youngs

Raided Livingstone (Sjomama) a young man from Hayling who had been in the United States during the war, had a narrow escape today when his motorcycle came off the road on Hayling Island.

The accident occurred about half a mile from the island's western end, where the road climbs steeply from the sea.

WIFE MAINTENANCE

Against Man of 77

ROUND THE WORLD BY WIRE

WELCOME AT LIVERPOOL

No Comment, Exhibitors' Meeting

For the first time since 1975, with the exception of the war years, the Easter Exhibitors will be held in London this year.

RAF GOLF

SURPRISING DEFEAT OF HOLDER

Golf at the Royal Liverpool Club, Hoylake, has produced the biggest surprise of the season in the form of an 18-hole defeat for the holder of the main trophy.

HOTTER THAN YESTERDAY

87 IN THE SHADE

London, Thursday

After a hot day in the southern counties, the thermometer reached 87 degrees in London yesterday, when the city was officially declared to be in the shade.

INDIAN FLOODS SUBSIDE

BUDDHA DAI EASES LITTLE DAMAGE

KATHMANDU, Nepal

The floods that swept the eastern part of Nepal have subsided, but little damage has been done to the crops in the area.

BOMBER CRASHES AT HAYLING

Manchester Girl Swims Channel

FIVE DAYS' HUNT

Daughter Arrested on Poisoning Charge

TRAPPED AT CAPE

FAIRY TALE: Things are not always as they seem at first sight, but all will be well in the end.

FOUL WEATHER ON THE CHANNEL

Amidst the swirling mist and the gale, the young girl sets out in a small boat to cross the Channel.

LATE WEATHER FORECAST

MARINE FOG

A strong gale is expected on the Channel, with a heavy fog making it difficult to see.

SPORTS RECORDS MERGER

N.U.R. CONFERENCE

LONDOS, Eastern

Cricketer Prince Charles, holder of the record for the most centuries in a season, has announced plans to merge his cricket records with those of other cricketers.

ROAD OFFENDERS AT CHICHESTER

HEAVY LIST BEFORE COUNTY BENCH

One man was arrested for driving without a licence on the A27 today.

The bench session will be held in the Chichester Town Hall on Thursday.

EASTER EXHIBITIONS

Monte Video Government Takes Action

The government has announced its intention to take over the Easter exhibitions this year.

The exhibitions will be held in London this year.

DEFENSE MINISTER TO CHANGE HIS SEAT

SOUTH KENSINGTON, London

The defense minister has announced that he will change his seat from South Kensington to another constituency.

THE CHIEF SCOUT'S Widows

Welcomed at Liverpool

The chief scout's widow was welcomed at Liverpool today by a number of prominent citizens of the city.

Indian floods subside, but little damage has been done to the crops in the area.